Connecting Europe & Africa

Unlock your competitiveness
with our Groupage solutions
Strengthen your market position and expand your international
Business with our dedicated groupage solutions covering Europe Morocco trade lane.

Our solutions
SJL offers optimized, cost-efficient and reliable groupag
e solutions, to meet your logistics challenges. For your small
shipments or for specific cargo, our solutions enable you to
deliver your goods in the best deadlines in Europe and to or from
Morocco.
We consolidate your goods in our dedicated hubs and bring
them to the final destination in the safest conditions. Thanks to
our regular linehauls and multiple connexions, we can ensure a
smooth groupage transport solution with a wide range of services
from pickup in origin, to customs clearance and slotted deliveries.

Groupage solutions from/ To Europe-Morocco:
Aimed to bring a real added value to your supply chain, our groupage solution
Europe <--> Morocco is designed to meet your needs:
- Regular line hauls from North and south Spain to Morocco and return.
- Hubs in Spain: Oiartzun, Madrid, Algeciras
- Hubs in Morocco: Tangier, Casablanca
- Transit time of 72 hours
- Customs clearance service in our Dedicated hubs in Tangier and Casablanca
- Delivery all over Morocco
- Competitive Rates
- Safe handling and reliable operations

Groupage Solutions Intra-Europe:
Leverage your transport strategy with our groupages solutions intra- Europe and
achieve your cost-efficiency goals:
Extensive Linehauls network in France, Belgium, UK, Netherlands, Germany, Portugal
and Spain.
Regular overnight linehauls to main European Hubs.
25 Daily departures from our consolidation hubs in Europe.
Average transit time of 3 days to main European cities
On spot and regular solutions
Direct delivery: from consolidation hub to final destination without any handling

High added value additional services:
Cross-docking services.
Customs clearance and handling of administrative customs procedures in Morocco.
Inventory control and order management.
Special pick-up and delivery services.

Cost efficiency and optimized
groupage solutions
- Competitive Rates.
- Dedicated Customer Service ensuring a
permanent point of contact.
- Customs clearance: SJL is certified as
an Authorized Economic Operator in
Spain.

A groupage solution adapted
to every industry
- Automotive: just in time logistic model
with accurate information.   
- Textile: transit time optimization and
secure goods handling.
- Fast Moving Consumer Goods:
optimized delivery times and efficient
distribution system.
- Industrial Sector: suppliers order
management and customs harmonization
with predefined transit times and
competitive rates.

WHY SJL ?
72 years of success

Unique know-how, with a successful
experience in transport & logistics. We
offer fully-integrated solutions that meet
performance and flexibility objectives and
requirements.

More than 22000 crossings
Each year at the Strait of Gibraltar

Intelligent solutions

Integrated, customized, and multimodal
solutions combining international and
domestic road freight, customs clearance,
freight forwarding, and warehousing.

Operational excellence

A professional and dedicated team, highly
committed to offering you rapid and flexible
solutions. We are the extension of our
customer’s value and we build our relationship
based on trust.
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